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Abstract

A comparison is made of the performance of two types of adsorbent solid phases (commercially sourced Streamline
composites and custom-assembled Zirblast pelliculates), derivatised with similar anion exchange chemistries and applied to
the recovery of plasmid DNA from Escherichia coli extracts prepared by chemical lysis and coarse filtration. Streamline and

2Zirblast adsorbents were characterised by average particle diameters of 200 and 95 mm, densities of 1.16 and 3.85 g/m , and
small ion capacities of 170 and 8 mmol /ml settled adsorbent, respectively. Detailed analysis of products and impurities in a
full operational cycle of adsorption, washing, pre-elution, elution and regeneration processes was enabled by the harnessing
of a battery of analyses for nucleic acid and organic solute content of feedstocks and bed effluents exploiting ultra-violet
spectrophotometry, agarose gel electrophoresis and specific reactions with the fluorescent probe PicoGreen. In comparative
tests operated under near identical conditions, Streamline and Zirblast adsorbents exhibited plasmid recoveries of 76 and
90% of bound product characterised by purity ratios (relative PicoGreen and A estimates of mass) of 9 and 32,254

respectively. Conclusions are drawn regarding the specific impact of the physical and topographical characteristics of
solid-phase geometry upon product throughput, achievable product purity, process time-scales and operational economics for
the manufacture of plasmid DNA.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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phases, LC; Fluidised bed; DNA

1. Introduction purification of plasmid DNA is commonly a complex
lysate generated by chemical treatment and sub-

There is a growing interest in the large-scale sequent coarse filtration of harvested cells of E. coli
manufacture of plasmid DNA sourced in recombi- grown in batch or fed-batch fermentations [4]. Such
nant Escherichia coli grown in batch and fed-batch a complex feedstock recommends the adoption of
fermentations [1–3]. The starting point for the selective fractionation processes exploiting chroma-

tography operated in fixed or fluidised bed contactors
[4,5]. However, the majority of commercial adsor-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 144-121-414-5278; fax: 144-
bents currently available for such operations have121-414-5324.

E-mail address: a.lyddiatt@bham.ac.uk (A. Lyddiatt). been designed and assembled for the fractionation of
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macromolecular proteins (2–10 nm largest diameter) Adsorbents were contacted with feedstocks in a
rather than the macromolecular or nanoparticulate 1-cm internal diameter glass Omnifit column from
structures which characterise plasmid DNA (50– Soham Scientific (Cambridge, UK), furnished with a
3001 nm largest diameter depending on solvent top mounted plunger and a sintered glass distributor,
conditions [1–3,5,6]). Such adsorbents are likely to operated in fixed and fluidised bed mode. The
achieve product adsorption only at the outermost physical and chemical characteristics of two ad-
surface of particles, whilst impurities (linear frag- sorbents used in this work are detailed in Table 1.
ments of DNA and RNA, proteins, endotoxins and The chromatographic system was operated with (i)
other process antagonists) can freely penetrate the equilibration buffer (B1) comprising 0.7 M potas-
porous interior with serious implications for ligand sium acetate, 10 mM EDTA, 0.02% sodium azide
utilisation, process timescales and repetitive adsor- and adjusted to pH 5.5 with acetic acid, (ii) wash
bent useage (discussed in Refs. [3,5]). This observa- buffer (B2) comprising 50 mM potassium acetate, 10
tion invites the specific customisation of solid-phase mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl and 0.02% sodium azide at
design to offer adsorption surfaces selectively appro- pH 7.5 and (iii) elution buffer (B3) comprising 50
priate for nanoparticulate products. Such an adsor- mM potassium acetate, 10 mM EDTA, 2.0 M NaCl
bent might be completely or nearly solid in charac- and 0.02% sodium azide at pH 7.5. All samples were
ter, and be possessed of a solid dense core suited to subsequently diluted with universal dilution buffer
the processing of particulate and/or viscous feed- (UDB) comprising 50 mM Tris–HCl, 1 mM EDTA
stocks in a fluidised bed contactor [3,5]. at pH 7.5.

Herein we describe the comparative performance The contactor, containing 15 cm settled bed height
of a commercial porous, composite adsorbent of adsorbent (12 ml settled bed volume) was initially
(Streamline DEAE; [7]) with a near solid particle fluidised using equilibration buffer (B1) in upward
(ZrA DEA; [5]) custom-assembled as a zirconia core flow mode at a volumetric flow-rate of 1 ml /min
(|90 mm diameter) laminated with a thin skin (,5 (superficial linear flow velocity |76 cm/h). The
mm) of 6% (w/v) agarose. A prerequisite of an plunger, acting as the flow outlet, was positioned just
understanding of the performance of these two above the top of the fluidised bed. A known volume
contrasting particle geometries was the development of lysate challenge was applied at the same flow-rate
and validation of published PicoGreen protocols followed by equilibrium buffer (B1) until the ef-
[8,9] for the analysis of plasmid DNA (double- fluent absorbance reading at 254 nm (A ) achieved254

stranded, ds, DNA) in the presence of RNA, DNA zero baseline values. The flow was then reversed for
and other lower molecular mass contaminants. elution, thus packing the adsorbent into a fixed bed

configuration, with the plunger acting as the inlet
located just above the packed bed. Firstly, 0.5 M

2. Experimental NaCl was applied as a wash buffer (B2) to elute
weakly bound contaminants including RNA frag-

2.1. Experimental feedstocks and reagent solutions ments, and secondly, a 2.0 M NaCl (buffer B3)
elution facilitated recovery of plasmid DNA. Clean-

Pure plasmid pTX 0161 (a 7.8-kilobase pairs (kb) ing in place was then carried out with successive
dsDNA vector) was kindly supplied by Cobra Thera- washes of 10 settled bed volumes 0.1 M HCl, 0.2 M
peutics (Keele, UK) together with coarse-filtered NaOH and equilibration buffer (B1) before flow was
lysate feedstock produced according to the method of reversed for a subsequent cycle of fluidised bed
Varley et al. [4] from a common batch fermentation adsorption and desorption. Bed effluents were col-
of the host recombinant E. coli. Concentrated stock lected as timed volumetric fractions for PicoGreen,
solution of PicoGreen dsDNA quantitation reagent electrophoretic and spectrophotometric analyses. Hy-
[10] was sourced from Molecular Probes (Eugene, drodynamic performance was recorded under similar
OR, US). All other reagents were analytical grade flow conditions to the lysate loading regime exploit-
unless stated otherwise, and were sourced from ing a negative step method with an acetone tracer
Sigma (Poole, UK). (1%, v/v; [11,12]).
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Table 1
Adsorbent characteristics

aStreamline Zirblast Agarose

Manufacturer Amersham Birmingham
Pharmacia Construction
Biotech

Properties
Materials of construction

aDense material Quartz Zirblast
Biocompatible matrix 6% Agarose 6% Agarose

bPore diameter
(nm) ,30 ,30

cParticle diameter
(mm) 100–300 60–125
Density

3(kg/m ) 1160 3850
Ligand DEAE DEA

dSmall ion capacity
(mmol /ml settled adsorbent) 170 8

eHydrodynamic performance
Height equivalent to a theoretical
plate (cm) 0.45 0.51
Axial dispersion coefficient

2 27 27(m /s) 7.5310 11310
Bodenstein number 67 53

a Zirblast Agarose (ZrA), is a pellicular adsorbent with a solid silica /zirconia composite core coated with a thin layer (,5 mm) of DEA
derivatised agarose. The material was custom manufactured according to Ref. [5].

b Inferred from electron microscopy.
c Estimated by Malvern Mastersizer.
d Estimated by titration.
e Estimated by negative step acetone tracer stimulus under normal operating conditions (see Section 2.1 and Refs. [11,12]).

2.2. Biochemical assays veloped herein from Singer et al. [9] and the
manufacturer’s recommendations [10].

Samples were appropriately diluted into the linear A PicoGreen working reagent solution (PGws) was
range of absorbance for DNA (,0.6 absorbance) prepared by 1/500 dilution of stock solution in uni-
using UDB and read on a Pharmacia LKB Ultrospec versal dilution buffer (UDB). Samples were diluted to
III spectrophotometer at 254 nm in a 1-cm path correspond to the linear part of the calibration curve
length quartz cuvette. Electrophoretic analyses ex- (0–0.4 mg/ml) freshly constructed using pure
ploited a modified method of Sambrook et al. [8] pTX0161 plasmid DNA. Equal volumes of PGws and
using a 1% agarose in an Anachem Scotlab SL-HL diluted sample were mixed and incubated in the dark
electrophoresis apparatus and visualised following for 1 h at room temperature before analysis in a
treatment with ethidium bromide using a TS-15E Perkin-Elmer LS 50B luminescence spectrometer.
UVP ultraviolet transilluminator. Plasmid quantita- Duplicate samples were excited for 5 s and the
tion relative to serial dilutions of plasmid standards emission measured at wavelengths of 485 and 520
was undertaken and documented by digital camera nm, respectively, with a 5-nm slit width. Estimates of
and an IMAGO imaging system. Plasmid DNA plasmid concentrations using the PicoGreen
concentration in samples was also estimated using assay were also made following pre-purification of
the PicoGreen reagent according to a method de- samples by Qiagen Mini-Prep procedures [13].
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3. Results commercial and customised adsorbents were deriva-
tised with anion-exchange chemistries (DEAE or

3.1. Comparative plasmid recoveries DEA, respectively; see Table 1 and Ref. [5]).
Both adsorbents were evaluated under identical

An objective of the current work was to compare process conditions, in terms of contactor configura-
the performance of an adsorbent custom designed for tion, settled bed height (SBH), feedstock composi-
nano-scale particulate bioproducts [5] with those tion and volumetric flow-rate (as described in Sec-
originally developed for protein adsorption and tion 2.1) to facilitate a comparison of performance
subsequently applied to the purification of viruses with respect to fluidised bed chromatographic re-
and plasmid DNA [4]. As discussed in Refs. covery of plasmid DNA from the crude plasmid
[5,6,14], pore diameters of the latter (in the range feedstock. The chromatographic profile of each was
10–400 nm) are likely to strongly constrain the monitored with respect to the plasmid concentration
internal diffusive transport of nanoscale particulate and process stream absorbance (A ) at the contac-254

bioproducts. The fluidised bed recovery of the plas- tor outlet.
mid pTX0161 (7.8 kb of dsDNA) from a complex
feedstock, generated from the alkaline lysis of E. coli 3.2. Sample analysis
produced in microbial fermentation [4] was selected
as a representative evaluation system. Absorbance measurements at 254 nm enabled

Two contrasting configurations of adsorbent de- rapid and simple estimates of plasmid concentration
sign were selected, whose characteristics are de- in pure, relatively concentrated samples. However,
picted in Fig. 1. Streamline (from Amersham Phar- the sensitivity of such analyses is relatively poor
macia Biotech [7]), an adsorbent containing dense (minimum detection limit of 5 mg DNA/ml [8]),
quartz particles embedded in a 6% (w/v) cross- whilst background absorbance from common con-
linked agarose gel, was chosen as a relatively porous taminants such as proteins, other nucleic acids or
adsorbent designed for protein capture but sub- phenols rapidly swamp the plasmid signal in impure
sequently applied to the recovery of plasmid DNA samples. In contrast, agarose gel electrophoresis of
[4]. The second adsorbent, Zirblast Agarose (ZrA) samples is highly sensitive when serviced by an
was custom manufactured to provide a ‘‘pellicular’’ appropriate staining agent [15,16] and enables the
construct comprising a solid dense core of Zirblast visualization of different nucleic acid forms. How-
from SEPR (La Defense, France) laminated with a ever, accurate quantitation is difficult, requires costly
thin ‘‘skin’’ (,5 mm estimated depth) of 6% (w/v) gel scanning equipment [17] and is time consuming
agarose (S.C. Burton, unpublished experiments). The with significant sample pre-treatment. Consequently,

a fluorometric method, better suited to the rapid,
multiple analyses required of plasmid purification
was identified and adapted for the present study.
PicoGreen dsDNA reagent was preferred to estab-
lished Hoechst dyes [18] because of advantages of
increased sensitivity (minimum detection limit of 25
pg/ml), rapidity of assay without sample pre-treat-
ment, specificity for double-stranded DNA without
base selectivity, and minimal background fluores-
cence [9]. Singer et al. [9] have discussed the
possible mechanism of binding of PicoGreen with
reference to related dimeric cyanine dyes [19,20],
which primarily intercalate when bound to oligo-
nucleotides but also interact with DNA in otherFig. 1. Cross-sectional representation of candidate adsorbents.
ways. Observations concerning the binding prop-Detailed characteristics are given in Table 1 for adsorbents

depicted in section and approximately to scale. erties of PicoGreen reagent suggest that the fluores-
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cence is conformation dependent, sensitive to di-
valent cationic salts and ionic detergents but not
base-selective.

With respect to the analysis of the chromato-
graphic process, the estimation of plasmid content of
the crude lysate poses many problems. The lysate [4]
contains plasmid together with a multitude of con-
taminants including genomic DNA, RNA and RNA
fragments, protein, lipo-polysaccharide endotoxin
and various poorly defined pigments, plus a high
concentration of potassium acetate (0.8 M) and
significant traces of sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) at
a pH of 5.5. The adsorption breakthrough and wash
fractions contain varying concentrations of these

Fig. 2. PicoGreen calibration for plasmid DNA in the presence /solutes. Plasmid quantitation in subsequent elution
absence of NaCl. Known masses of plasmid pTx 0161 in UDBsamples recovered with buffers B2 and B3 is in-
(s) and UDB containing 2.0 M NaCl (j) at pH 7.5 were further

fluenced by NaCl and RNA content, the latter diluted with UDB and mixed with equal volumes of PGws (1 in
concentrated through co-purification with plasmid 500 dilution in UDB of the original stock solution). The samples
DNA. were excited at 485 nm in a fluorimeter and emission intensity

read at 520 nm (see Section 2.2). Error between replicate samplesSample pH was found to directly influence Pico-
2was routinely less than 2% with R .0.999 for correlationGreen fluorescence, and thus the pH value of each

analyses.
was adjusted to 7.5 where both high emission and
signal stability was achieved. In order to accommo-
date the wide variety of mobile phase conditions and assay, the former quoting a 30% quenching of
achieve a pH of 7.5 it was both theoretically emission signals for samples containing 200 mM
established and experimentally confirmed that a NaCl. However, the standard 1 in 50 dilution of
minimum 1 in 50 dilution with UDB was essential to sample adopted in this study ensured that there was
accommodate the most extreme challenge to the no discernible difference between the pure plasmid
assay, i.e., the 0.8 M potassium acetate contained in standard and samples containing 2.0 M NaCl (refer
lysate feedstock at an original pH of 5.5. A 1 in 500 to Fig. 2). Similarly, the influence of up to 0.8 M
dilution of the reagent in UDB was adopted as the potassium acetate was minimised by this same
PicoGreen working solution (PGws) for the assay dilution (data not shown).
and the plasmid concentration in all samples was The complex nature of the lysate feedstock meant
serially diluted with UDB to values less than 0.4 that interactions between the process stream con-
mg/ml plasmid. The reagent was thus in consider- taminants and the assay system could only be
able excess to the plasmid concentration such that realistically tested in purification experiments. As an
considerations of reaction equilibrium and competi- example, Fig. 3 shows the relationship of C /Co

tive interaction of contaminants were minimised. (where C is the concentration in the effluent fraction
Replicate samples were serially diluted and assayed and C is the concentration in the lysate feedstock)o

against a calibration curve generated from pure with volume of applied feedstock exploiting ZrA-
standard plasmid with freshly prepared PGws. DEA in fluidised bed mode. The close corre-

Fig. 2 depicts a typical calibration of pure plasmid spondence between estimates of plasmid DNA con-
concentration plotted against emission intensity fol- centrations by PicoGreen assay and those from gel
lowing treatment with PGws. The plot is charac- electrophoresis were encouraging and confirms that
teristically linear over several orders of magnitude the former offers a direct, rapid and reproducible
embracing the normal assay range (0–0.4 mg/ml measure of the plasmid content of breakthrough
plasmid). Previous workers [9,21] have shown that fractions. Furthermore, the various concentrations of
NaCl concentration may influence the PicoGreen SDS, proteins, lipo-polysaccharide and endotoxin
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fragments) are more significant.
As shown in Fig. 4a, PicoGreen positively inter-

acts with RNA Type VI (from Torula yeast), to
produce an emission response which is diminished
by incubation with RNAase A (from Qiagen Mini-
Prep Kit) (see Fig. 4b). These figures confirm that
RNA can influence PicoGreen estimates of dsDNA,
but that on a concentration basis the emission is only
2% of that for plasmid. As the RNA is fragmented,
the PicoGreen emission declines further but the A254

signal remains constant. The degree of fragmentation

Fig. 3. Chromatographic breakthrough analysis for the ZrA DEA
adsorbent. The chromatographic breakthrough is plotted in respect
of absorbance at 254 nm (♦), plasmid concentration (estimated by
PicoGreen assay (s)) and gel electrophoretic comparison with a
serially diluted standard (j) as C /C against applied volumeo

where C is the concentration in the effluent fraction and C is theo

concentration in the initial lysate. ZrA DEA was challenged with
lysate (85 ml) in a fluidised bed contactor expanded to 10% at a
flow-rate of 0.9 ml /min (Section 2.1).

were too low to antagonise the PicoGreen assay.
Notably, on-line spectrophotometric analyses gave
no specific indication of the initiation or extent of
plasmid breakthrough, but rather a non-selective
trace of 254 nm absorbing contaminants in the bed
effluent. In fact, the plasmid concentration in the
feedstock at loading (|23 mg/ml plasmid) would be
theoretically expected [22] to contribute less than 2%
of the initial A values which were dominated by254

the contribution of contaminants. However, it would
appear that the PicoGreen assay over-estimated the
plasmid content of sample fractions close to break-
through for Zr DEA, whereas this was not seen with
Streamline DEAE. Inspection of the ZrA DEA
fractions by gel electrophoresis (data not shown for
this run, but refer to Fig. 9) revealed a high

Fig. 4. PicoGreen calibration for RNA concentrations. (a) Known
concentration of RNA assumed to be retarded and masses of Torula yeast RNA Type VI were diluted with UDB and
concentrated due to anion-exchange interactions with mixed with equal volumes of PGws (1 in 500 dilution in UDB of
the adsorbent. Whilst this observation had little effect the original stock solution). The samples were excited at 485 nm

in a fluorimeter and emission intensity read at 520 nm (Sectionon the overall process mass balance, or estimates of
2.2). (b) A 0.933-mg/ml concentration of Torula yeast RNA Typethe dynamic breakthrough capacity at C /C 50.1, theo VI was digested with 1.01 mg/ml RNAase at 248C. Samples were

consequences for determination of the plasmid con- assayed for RNA as in (a) (d). The absorbance (254 nm) for each
tent of salt eluted fractions in the presence of co- sample was also recorded (x). RNAase did not influence a
purifying nucleic acid contaminants (e.g., RNA PicoGreen control or display significant spectroscopic adsorption.
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and concentration of E. coli RNA in the feedstock
and subsequent 0.5 and 2.0 M NaCl elution peaks
was not known for representative purifications such
as those depicted in Figs. 3, 5 and 6. Assuming that

Fig. 5. Comparative chromatographic breakthrough profile for
Streamline DEAE and ZrA DEA adsorbents. (a) The chromato-
graphic breakthrough is plotted in respect of absorbance at 254 nm
(♦) and plasmid concentration (s) (estimated by PicoGreenFig. 6. Full chromatographic analyses of the comparative per-
assay) as C /C against applied volume where C is the con-formance of Streamline DEAE and ZrA DEA adsorbents. (a) The o

centration in the effluent fraction and C is the concentration inchromatographic profile for Streamline DEAE is plotted in respect o

the initial lysate. A 75-ml challenge of lysate was contacted with aof absorbance at 254 nm (♦) and plasmid concentration (s)
pre-equilibrated Streamline DEAE adsorbent bed expanded to(estimated by PicoGreen assay) against volumetric throughput. A
58% by a flow-rate of 1.0 ml /min in a 1.0-cm diameter Omnifit75-ml challenge of lysate was contacted with a pre-equilibrated
contactor. Equilibration buffer (B1) was then applied to washStreamline DEAE adsorbent bed expanded to 58% by a flow-rate
contaminants from the bed (Section 2.1). (b) The chromatographicof 1.0 ml /min in a 1.0-cm diameter Omnifit contactor. Equilibra-
breakthrough analysis plotted as in (a) for absorbance at 254 nmtion buffer (B1) was then applied under similar flow conditions to
(♦) and plasmid concentration (s). A 65-ml challenge of lysatewash contaminants from the bed before the bed was collapsed by
was contacted with a pre-equilibrated ZrA DEA adsorbent bedflow reversal into a packed configuration for elution. A wash step
expanded to 12% by a flow-rate of 1.0 ml /min in a 1.0-cmwith 0.5 M NaCl (B2) removed loosely bound RNA, followed by
diameter Omnifit contactor, as indicated in (a).product elution with 2.0 M NaCl (B3). The bed was then cleaned

with acid and base before re-equilibration and re-expansion with
equilibration buffer (B1) in preparation for further cycles. (b)
Chromatographic profile for ZrA DEA as in (a) plotting ab- (i) the NaCl elution peaks were comprised almost
sorbance at 254 nm (♦) and plasmid concentration. A 65-ml exclusively of nucleic acids, (ii) the influence of
challenge of lysate was contacted with a pre-equilibrated ZrA

RNA on PicoGreen emission intensity is small, (iii)DEA adsorbent bed expanded to 12% by a flow-rate of 1.0
the relation between A and concentration ofml/min in a 1.0-cm diameter Omnifit contactor, operated as 254

described in (a). plasmid DNA or RNA are both constant [20] and
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(iv) A is independent of the RNA fragment size254

(see Fig. 4b), a simple mass balance based on
PicoGreen and absorbance (254 nm) estimation of
plasmid and RNA concentrations was derived for the
system. This yields both a measure of the plasmid
concentration and sample purity (expressed for con-
venience as the ratio of PicoGreen plasmid and A254

estimates) in terms of total nucleic acid content,
assuming that the type and size range of RNA
fragments remains constant in all samples. Such an
assumption is reasonable considering that the feed-
stock came from a common source for all the
experiments and that the ligand chemistry was
similar for both adsorbents. Recovery and measure-

Fig. 7. Fluidised bed expansion behaviour for Streamline and ZrAment of the plasmid concentration in the contactor
adsorbents. Equilibration buffer (B1) was contacted with 15 cm

effluent generated from cleaning operations with settled bed height (SBH) of adsorbent (Streamline DEAE (s) and
NaOH and HCl proved impossible to accurately ZrA DEA (.) in a 1.0-cm diameter Omnifit contactor at various
achieve with the assays applied in this work. flow velocities at room temperature. Starting at a maximum flow

velocity, the bed was allowed to stabilise for 1 h before the new
bed height was recorded. Flow velocity was then incrementally3.3. Hydrodynamics of fluidised bed operations
reduced and the process repeated.

The two adsorbent materials, Streamline DEAE
and ZrA DEA, operated in the same fluidised bed DEA was nearly four times less than that of Stream-
contactor at equivalent volumetric liquid throughput line DEAE at a given fluidisation velocity (see Fig.
exhibited similar hydrodynamic behaviour in terms 7). The settling velocity of the adsorbent is related to
of estimates of axial dispersion, height equivalent of (i) the density difference between the particle and
a theoretical plate (HETP) and Bodenstein number the fluid phase and (ii) the square of the particle
(Bo) when measured with acetone as the tracer diameter [27]. ZrA-DEA, despite having a charac-
molecule (refer to Table1 where Bo represents the teristic diameter (60–125 mm) approximately half
sum of the superficial fluid velocity and expanded that of Streamline DEAE (100–300 mm), exhibited
bed height divided by the coefficient of axial disper- greater negative buoyancy by virtue of the dense
sion). The Bodenstein number is commonly used to Zirblast core which contributes a large proportion
express the combined states of liquid dispersion and (.80%) of the particle volume (refer to Table 1).
fluidisation behaviour, where numbers in excess of The opportunity to significantly increase the density
50 represent satisfactory contactor and adsorbent of a porous particle, largely inundated by process
performance [23–25]. However, the recent work of liquor, is limited, especially when the base matrix is
Lan et al. [23] indicates that such commonly re- constructed from agarose, dextran, cellulose and
corded quantities [24,25] do not impact heavily on synthetic polymers with densities close to that of
the practical chromatographic performance, although water. Only limited work has been published on the
a stable, classified, bed is generally to be preferred influence of bed expansion on processing characteris-
[26]. tics [28,29]. However, the ability of an adsorbent to

Particle diameter ratios for glass beads (smallest: form a stable fluidised bed at high feedstock through-
largest .2.2 have been found to sufficiently sup- put velocities has important processing implications
press adverse mixing effects. Streamline DEAE and [5].
ZrA DEA, with respective particle ratios of approxi- Assuming sphericity for each particle, ZrA DEA
mately 3 and 1.9, appeared to rapidly establish stable has approximately one-eighth of the porous volume
fluidised beds. Both adsorbents expand linearly with and a quarter of the external surface area of Stream-
increasing flow velocity, but, the expansion of ZrA line DEAE because the ratio of external surface area
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to volume increases with diminishing particle diam- DEAE (contrast A and PicoGreen profiles in Fig.254

eter. However, the amount of external surface area 5a,b). Furthermore, the presence of RNA fragments
available per unit volume of settled ZrA DEA cannot be identified in electrophoretic analyses of
adsorbent (assuming constant voidage) is greater than breakthrough fractions from Streamline DEAE (a
that of Streamline DEAE since more of the former typical example being lanes 2 and 3 in Fig. 9),
can be packed into a unit volume. Thus, the capture whereas they can in similar samples from ZrA-DEA
of plasmid DNA that binds exclusively to the (lanes 4–8). In terms of absorbance analyses at 254
external surfaces of small, dense and solid particles nm, the signal breakthrough initiates earlier and
such as ZrA DEA [5] would appear to have an distinctly more sharply for ZrA DEA as compared
advantage in terms of capacity. Further, there are with Streamline DEAE and C /C (effluent / feedstocko

practical benefits in terms of ligand utilisation since values) reaches unity. Porous Streamline has a much
only the surface physically available for product greater internal surface area available for the ad-
binding requires derivatisation. Thus, although the sorption of low-molecular mass contaminants (but
small ion capacity for a common settled volume of not plasmid) as compared to the pellicular ZrA
ZrA DEA appears to be less than 5% of that adsorbent (refer to Fig. 1 and Table1). Consequently,
measured under identical conditions for Streamline on washing to baseline absorbance, ZrA DEA was
DEAE (refer to Table 1), the exclusive location of rapidly purged of non- and weakly binding con-
the DEA ligand at the surface of the ZrA particle taminants and plasmid as evidenced by the co-
surface governs that the local ligand concentrations incidence of the A and PicoGreen traces in Fig.254

(accessible to the plasmid DNA) are likely to be 5b. The volume of buffer B1 required to purge the
approximately equivalent. extra particle and interstitial volumes of Streamline

The batch processes commonly exploited for the DEAE of contaminants (as judged by effluent ab-
chemical modification of adsorbents mean that the sorbance at 254 nm in Fig. 5a) far exceeded that
internal surfaces of porous adsorbents (such as required to eliminate unbound plasmid from the
Streamline) will carry large quantities of ligand outer particle surface of both adsorbent particles
which will not be exploited in adsorption /desorption (compare A and PicoGreen traces in Fig. 5a,b).254

operations with nanoparticulate products (refer to PicoGreen analyses indicate that Streamline
Fig. 1). This may have significant economic conse- DEAE had a greater dynamic binding capacity
quences for the coming generation of highly selec- (approximately 106 mg plasmid/ml settled adsorbent
tive ligands (sophisticated chemical, peptide or oligo- at C /C 50.1) than ZrA DEA (approximately 57 mgo

nucleotide assemblies specific for nanoparticles plasmid/ml settled adsorbent at C /C 50.1). Thiso

[3,5,13,30]). Moreover, where repetitive use of ad- may reflect differences in the ligand concentration
sorbents is required, the mandatory development of and surface topography accessible to the product for
validated cleaning protocols for surfaces which the two adsorbents. Confocal microscopic imaging of
contribute no positive product adsorption /desorption plasmid DNA bound to Streamline DEAE and
to the process (but which accumulate impurities; see subsequently stained with PicoGreen revealed plas-
later) represents an inefficient exploitation of re- mid to be bound only around the perimeter of the
sources. particles (refer to Fig. 8). Sectional scanning indi-

cated that plasmid penetrated into the 6% agarose
3.4. Plasmid purification: breakthrough profiles component of Streamline to an apparent depth less

than 5 mm, in line with similar analyses by Ljunglof
Consideration of the breakthrough analyses for et al. [31]. This might be interpreted in terms of

Streamline DEAE and ZrA DEA operated under surface ‘‘roughness’’ rather than true penetration,
identical process conditions indicates, by virtue of since negligible electrophoretic migration into aga-
non-equality of input and output concentrations (C / rose gels (2%, w/w) was consistently observed for
C 51), the retention of process contaminants (e.g., the 7.8 kb plasmid pTX 01061 (data not shown).o

linear fragments of DNA and RNA, protein, pig- Breakthrough curves for contaminants (A ) and for254

ments etc) within the porous interior of Streamline plasmid (PicoGreen) were less steep for Streamline
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Fig. 8. Combined transmission and fluorescence confocal image of plasmid bound to Streamline DEAE. Streamline DEAE adsorbent (0.2
ml) was exposed to 5 ml pure plasmid pTX0161 (20 mg/ml plasmid in UDB) for 12 h in a plastic universal bottle at room temperature with
gentle mixing. Recovered adsorbent was washed three times with an excess of UDB to remove unbound plasmid and then stained with
PGws before visualisation using a Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope. Transmission and fluorescent wavelengths were 543
and 488 nm, respectively.

DEAE than ZrA DEA, indicating that the pellicle of Fig. 5a,b). The shallow depth of the ZrA pellicle was
the latter was more rapidly saturated than those further confirmed by the failure of adequate visuali-
adsorbent surfaces available in Streamline (compare sation in confocal microscopic analysis.
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3.5. Plasmid purification: elution profiles

Full process cycles for plasmid purification ex-
ploiting Streamline DEAE and ZrA DEA are de-
picted in Fig. 6a,b). The initial breakthrough profiles
(loading and wash) in fluidised bed mode summarise
performances depicted in Fig. 5a,b and analysed in
detail above. The salt wash (buffer B2), deployed in
packed bed mode with 0.5 M NaCl (buffer B2) to
eliminate weakly bound contaminants, yielded a
large peak of absorbance (254 nm) for Streamline
DEAE with considerable tailing of the signal repre-

Fig. 9. Gel electrophoresis of effluent fractions. Electrophoresissentative of a purge of molecular contaminants from
gel prepared according to the method of Sambrook et al. [8]the interstitial pore volume. Increase of the salt
stained with ethidium bromide. Sample concentrations were

concentration of B2 to 0.5 M NaCl failed to sig- overloaded to facilitate RNA visualisation. Positions of super-
nificantly reduce this tailing, and initiated unwanted coiled (SC) and open-circular (OC) plasmid forms and RNA are
desorption and loss of plasmid DNA product (data indicated by arrows. Lanes: (1) RNA type VI standard; (2,3)

Streamline DEAE breakthrough fractions sampled at |60 and 70not shown). In order to avoid the excessive buffer
ml, respectively (see Fig. 5a); (4,5) ZrA DEA breakthroughvolumes required to achieve baseline absorbance
fractions sampled at | 56 and 68 ml, respectively (see Fig. 3);

values (estimated to exceed 10 settled bed volumes (6–8) ZrA DEA breakthrough fractions sampled at |33, 50 and
(SBVs) from interpolation of Fig. 6a) and reduce 62 ml, respectively (see Fig. 5b); (9) NaCl 0.5 M elution (B2)
process time, product elution with 2.0 M NaCl was from ZrA DEA sampled at |122 ml and concentrated 34 (see

Fig. 6b); (10) NaCl 0.5 M elution (B2) from Streamline DEAEinitiated (buffer B3) at an effluent absorbance of 2.0
sampled at |167 ml (see Fig. 6a); (11) NaCl 2.0 M elution (B3)(A ) such that some residual contaminants co-254 from Streamline DEAE sampled at |218 ml (see Fig. 6a); (12)

eluted with the plasmid DNA. In similar operations, NaCl 2.0 M elution (B3) from ZrA DEA sampled at |149 ml (see
ZrA DEA exhibited a small absorbance peak with Fig. 6b); (13) pure plasmid pTx 0161 standard.
minor tailing and baseline absorbance (A ) was254

achieved with less than 1.5 SBV of buffer B2. The
pellicular skin of anion-exchange agarose laminated experimental scale (SBV512 ml adsorbent), the time
upon the solid Zirblast core accumulated fewer for a process cycle for ZrA DEA (including cleaning
contaminants during loading, and was rapidly purged and regeneration treatments) was significantly re-
with buffers B1 and B2 to the benefit of subsequent duced by more than 60% when compared to Stream-
product purity following elution with B3. PicoGreen line DEAE (discussed in Ref. [5]). Up-scaled process
analysis of the plasmid content of the buffer B2 wash cycles would be expected to reap similar benefits of
fractions indicated significant product loss from reduced timescale and buffer consumption.
Streamline DEAE (26% of that bound based on
PicoGreen analyses) as compared to 4% for ZrA 3.6. Plasmid purification: mass balances and
DEA. Gel electrophoretic analysis of these fractions purity
(Fig. 9, lanes 10 and 9, respectively) confirmed that
those arising from Streamline DEAE contained The process characteristics for the fluidised bed
significant quantities of both plasmid and RNA, operation of the two absorbents in plasmid recovery
whilst those from ZrA DEA contained only RNA. are outlined in Table 2. Closure of the mass balances

Both adsorbents exhibited a discrete peak of eluted for plasmid DNA (based on a lysate challenge
product in 2.0 M NaCl (buffer B3) following containing |23 mg/ml of plasmid confirmed by
PicoGreen analyses, although that from the ZrA Qiagen purification and quantification with Pico-
DEA peak of PicoGreen was more pronounced, Green) approximated to 100% for both adsorbents.
concentrated and exhibited a higher purity of plasmid Streamline DEAE exhibited nearly double the dy-
DNA (see Table 2 and Fig. 9, lanes 11 and 12). At namic binding capacity for plasmid (see Table 2)
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Table 2
Plasmid mass balance for the various stages of fluidised bed purification

a d d c bVolume Plasmid Plasmid mass Plasmid Purity
(ml) concentration balance recovery ratio

(mg/ml) (%) (%) (%)

Streamline DEAE
Load 75 23 – – –
Breakthrough and wash 108 ND 11 – –

e0.5 M NaCl wash .100 11 24 26 0.7
2.0 M NaCl elution 30 38 67 76 9

Total 240 – 102 102 –

ZrA DEA
Load 65 23 – –
Breakthrough and wash 84 ND 25 – –
0.5 M NaCl wash 15 3 4 6 –
2.0 M NaCl elution 12 79 67 90 0.7

Total 150 – 96 96 –

Lysate containing approximately 23 mg/ml plasmid DNA was applied to 15 cm SBH of adsorbent in a 1-cm diameter Omnifit contactor at
a feed rate of 1 ml /min. Adsorbent bed expansions in loading were 12 and 58% for ZrA DEAE and Streamline DEAE, respectively.
All estimations are based on collection of entire absorbance 254-nm peaks as depicted in Fig. 6a,b.

a Adjusted for system ‘‘dead volume’’.
b Expressed as plasmid concentration (PicoGreen) divided by A for the pooled elution peaks.254
c Expressed as percent of plasmid recovered in the 2.0 M NaCl elution peak relative to that bound to the adsorbent during loading.
d PicoGreen assay.
e Extrapolated from Fig. 6a.

which may reflect differences in local available mon to both fluidised and fixed bed applications,
ligand concentration in the two disparate particle arise from the retention of significant quantities of
geometries. However, product recoveries with 2.0 M impurities from crude feedstocks in the porous
NaCl expressed relative to estimates of bound plas- interior of adsorbents which, by virtue of size-exclu-
mid were higher for ZrA DEA. This might reflect a sion, is not accessible to the product. Complete
constraint of diffusive release even where limited purging of this volume requires extended processing
penetration of the external particle surface of Stream- times, whilst pragmatic compromise on the extent of
linie DEAE may have been achieved. The overall the purge reduces product purity (see Fig. 6a).
performance of Streamline DEAE was characterised Replacement of the porous interior with an im-
by losses in buffer B2 (24% of bound material), penetrable core (as in ZrA DEA) significantly en-
inferior product purity (see Table 2 and Fig. 9, lanes hances the selectivity of product recovery by reduc-
11 and 12) and extended process volumes / times ing the quantity of contaminating impurities in the
(refer to Fig. 6). mass balance post-adsorption. Furthermore, the

adoption of a dense core enables an improved control
of particle fluidisation throughout the process cycle.

4. Concluding discussion Controlled particle geometry and increased density
will facilitate the intensification of fluidised bed

Adopting conventional porous adsorbent designs operations in terms of (i) increased product through-
(with specifications appropriate for protein recovery) put, (ii) reduced sensitivity to process fluid viscosity
for the purification of nanoscale bioparticulate prod- and/or (iii) minimal bed expansion (i.e., contactor
ucts (20–2001 nm diameter) creates a number of volume). Bierau et al. and Hamilton et al. [32,33]
major processing difficulties. Such problems, com- have proposed novel feedstock contacting applica-
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tions that would capitalize on the rapid loading, outer surface of particulate solid-phases. However,
elution and regeneration characteristics of such pel- rigorous development of PicoGreen analyses to
licular adsorbents operated with crude feedstocks. enable robust estimates of plasmid DNA in the

However, in terms of operating capacity for presence of system antagonists (salts, pH variation,
plasmid DNA, it is difficult to reconcile the per- RNA, linear DNA, etc.) has, in tandem with electro-
formance of the adsorbent materials with the multi- phoretic analyses, demonstrated significant differ-
gram quantities forecast for the gene therapy applica- ences in performance for the two adsorbents. In
tions (discussed in Refs. [1–3]). Surface chemistries particular, the near solid ZrA DEA adsorbent (pos-
might be developed in order to achieve improved sessed of a thin agarose pellicle) adsorbs fewer
adsorption /desorption performances. Although pro- anionic contaminants (RNA, DNA, etc.) as con-
cess conditions were not exhaustively optimized in firmed by their strong presence in PicoGreen analy-
the present study, differences in the performance of ses of breakthrough fractions at loading. In contrast,
the two adsorbents when operated with common Streamline DEAE has little of that presence and must
protocols indicate that the local ligand concentration be assumed to be accumulating such materials in the
(i.e., that seen by the product) and elution conditions interstitial pore volume during the adsorption stage
are likely to be important factors, respectively, in of the process. This is confirmed in part by wash
adsorption and desorption. There is a fine balance in treatments with 0.5 M NaCl (buffer B2) where the
maximizing binding capacity and product recovery PicoGreen signal is more heavily influenced by the
where increasing the former (through attention to presence of RNA in the effluent from Streamline
ligand concentration) may promote irreversible bind- DEAE (compare lanes 9 and 10 in Fig. 9). In
ing of product and impurities to the adsorbent. In addition, the internal volume of this adsorbent re-
contrast, favouring the latter, by establishing weaker quires considerably more washing and pre-elution
interactions, risks product loss in the flow through at feedstock to displace such contaminants (compare
adsorption or in pre-elution washes. However, there Fig. 6a,b). The near solid geometry of ZrA DEA
remains the limitation of the amount of surface area enhances the elution yield, concentration and purity
available for product binding. Smaller adsorbent of recovered plasmid DNA in a manner not seen
diameters would enhance product adsorption per unit with the porous adsorbents in this and other studies
volume of settled adsorbent, but the core would need [5]. When such micro-pellicular materials are (i)
an increased density to operate well in a fluidised further diminished in particle diameter, (ii) enhanced
bed contactor. Other particle configurations, such as in particle density, and (iii) derivatised with more
‘‘super porous’’ or ‘‘tentacular’’ geometries [34–37] selective chemical ligands, these advantages could be
might address this issue, as could the enhancement augmented by properties of increased product capaci-
of surface topology or ‘‘roughness’’. However, it is ty and throughput together with economies of assem-
likely that a combination of the factors described bly and operation. Such conclusions have a generic
here, optimized for generic product and process relevance to the selective recovery and manufacture
needs, will be required. For example, a high capacity of all nanoparticulate products (viruses, plasmids,
adsorbent that achieves limited product / impurity virus-like particles, vaccine components, etc.)
fractionation might meet the needs of a primary sourced in biological systems.
capture step, whereas in other circumstances the
achievement of a highly pure product can counterbal-
ance reduced recoveries. 5. Nomenclature

We conclude from the present study that two
contrasting geometries of adsorbent solid-phase sup- A absorbance at 254 nm254

erficially exhibit similar behaviour in the recovery of B1 equilibration buffer
plasmid DNA from E. coli extracts prepared by B2 pre-elution buffer
chemical lysis and coarse filtration. The behaviour of B3 elution buffer
both adsorbents is characterised by size exclusion of Bo Bodenstein number
nanoscale products, which restricts adsorption to the EDTA ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid
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